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Mobile phones are used are the most common means of communication in any part of the world.
Although they seem to be a very convenient source of staying in contact but the biggest drawback
of using a mobile phone to call overseas is the huge telephone bill that you will have to confront
eventually. The cost of international calling is sometimes too high that you would be reluctant to
make any international call unless a real emergency arises.

Therefore, the best solution to make cheap phone calls overseas is through the use of international
calling cards. With the help of these international calling cards you will be able to enjoy low calling
rates. This will enable you to interact with your friends and relatives living abroad whenever you
want to without the fear of heavy bills.

You can use your international calling card through your mobile phone, no matter where you are.
This means that you are no longer required to search for any landline number of telephone booth to
put your call through. You can simply enjoy cheap phone calls all over the world at your
convenience.

Types of International Calling Cards

International calling cards are commonly available as prepaid and post paid calling cards. With the
help of these calling cards you can not only make cheap phone calls but they also allow you to keep
track of your telephone expenses. There are number of discount packages and concessional rates
for night users, therefore you should be well aware of your usage before you choose an
international calling card.

How to Make Calls through an International Calling Card?

International calling cards are very easy to use. All you need to do is to enter the access number of
your country in the first step. Secondly you will be required to enter a 10 digit PIN code which you
will receive once you have purchased the card. Having entered the PIN number, the next step will
be to enter the contact number. When you enter the contact number, make sure that you enter the
country code, the area code and then the desired number. In this way you will be able to make
cheap phone calls and stay in contact with your dear ones.

How to Purchase a Calling Card?

The market of international calling cards is highly competitive. There are numerous companies that
offer a wide range of international calling cards.  Apart from retail stores, these international calling
cards are also available online. Purchasing a calling card online will assist you in choosing the most
suitable card yourself but at the same time you should be aware of the risk of frauds that can occur
in an online transaction.
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